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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Shocking scheme to steal the presidency--Growing movement aims to keep
Trump out of White House
Proof Fox News Manufactures Fake News To Demonize Independent Media
Incredible: Facebook Announces Chinese Style Net Censorship
Insider: Democrats Intend To Overturn The Election Video
Electoral voters now subjected to brutal wave of death threats and intimidation
psyops… “faithless” votes being coerced to throw the election
Georgia Secretary of State says cyberattacks linked back to DHS
Flashback: Judge Napolitano Says It Was The NSA, Not The Russians Who
Hacked DNC (VIDEO)
Facebook to become left-wing propaganda echo chamber with Orwellian plan to
label independent journalism “fake”
Senate Quietly Passes The “Countering Disinformation And Propaganda Act”
Another, perhaps even more dangerous and limiting to civil rights and freedom of
speech bill passed on December 8
WASHINGTON — The House of Representatives overwhelmingly voted to pass a
bill Thursday that critics say could open a Pandora’s Box to government tracking
of Americans. H.R. 4919, which passed 346 to 66 in the lower chamber, also
known as Kevin and Avonte’s Law, mandates the U.S. attorney general award
grants to law enforcement officials so that those agencies can create, establish
and operate “locative tracking technology programs.”
ACTION ALERT: Natural News is being targeted for extreme censorship-Facebook, Google and other internet gatekeepers have announced plans to
censor all independent journalism by labeling it "fake news." To continue

receiving Natural News articles, alerts and analysis, you must join our Diaspora
hub, GAB.ai hubs or email alert list (all FREE).
JOIN NOW: Share.NaturalNews.com | GAB.ai/HealthRanger | Natural News email
alert list
Trump Under Siege: In last-shot bid, thousands demand electoral college to block
Trump at Monday vote
Paul Martin on Stealing the Election
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFfaM1hlkT8
Obama Shipping Troops Out of the Country Prior to a Coup Against Trump
Play to 6:09: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGZds4W1nEs
A Civil War Could Be Coming In 2017!
Play to 4:21: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H61uhHnf99w
The next American Civil War may begin on January 20… Second Amendment
patriots may be called on to defend the Republic against left-wing terrorists
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 by: Mike Adams
(NaturalNews) The anti-American, communist-leaning website DisruptJ20.org is openly
organizing a popular uprising against the legitimate new administration of the United
States of America. January 20, 2017 — Inauguration Day — is being targeted as a
day for people to “block, obstruct, disrupt, and do whatever they can to prevent
the onslaught that is going to
happen with Donald Trump,” said
“alt-left” organizer Michael Moore.
The DisruptJ20 website calls on “all
people of good conscience to join in
disrupting the ceremonies.” A
DisruptJ20 tweet, relishing in the kind
of delusional paranoia that now typifies
the mentally ill left in America, says the
effort is being waged to “confront white
supremacy” and other “forms of
oppression.”
The DisruptJ20 effort is, in reality, a communist uprising and coup attempt being
disguised as a “peaceful” protest. Yet even the website describes the effort in military
terms, characterizing it as a “bold mobilization against the inauguration of Donald Trump
on January 20, 2017.”
If you can’t make it to Washington D.C. on January 20, the organization encourages you
to join to communist uprising wherever you might live: “If you can’t make it to
Washington, DC on January 20, take to the streets wherever you are,” says the site,
which is clearly inciting mob violence everywhere across America.
What’s really being planned, Natural News has learned, is a “Tet Offensive” against the
American Republic. This is what we’ve learned from a source who infiltrated one of the
organizing meetings for the DisruptJ20 event. Unhinged liberals revealed to the source

that they are planning both an assassination attempt against Donald Trump as well
as an attempted communist coup to take over the U.S. capitol.
In an article entitled A Tet Offensive To Be Unleashed Against American Cities, analyst
Dave Hodges reveals that radical leftists are working side by side with ISIS
terrorists to unleash a wave of bombings and other terrorist attacks inside the
USA on January 20.
As the UK Express reports, ISIS is also planning a series of “Jihad” attacks on
Inauguration Day, which they have dubbed “Bloody Friday.” As the paper says,
“US special forces will be on high alert when Mr Trump takes over as 45th
President of the United States on Friday, January 20, 2017, in Washington, DC.”
More on this later.
Between the radical, mentally ill leftists, the communists and ISIS, the obvious aim is to
bring America to her knees on January 20, 2017 as a way to either sabotage the
Trump administration or overthrow the entire government.
Today, I am reminding all American patriots that they may be called to help defend the
Republic against the insane leftist uprising and coordinated ISIS terrorist attacks
announced for January 20.
While it is important to avoid initiating any sort of violence, all American patriots must be
ready to respond to violence with tools of self-defense.
Comment: Excellent Sermon: God and Guns
Also see: Pastor John Weaver....
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The Biblical Doctrine of Self-Defense
John Weaver | Part 1
Freedom Ministries

MON 07/21/2008
1,180+ downloads | 70 min
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The Biblical Doctrine of Self-Defense
John Weaver | Part 2
Freedom Ministries

Play! |
TUE 07/22/2008
800+ downloads | 71 min

Play! |

&
Know When to Draw Your Sword
A biblical man needs to know when to draw his sword - to protect his family, his
possessions, and himself.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=826131548371
&
End Time Preparedness/Prepper Mega Study–Part 2
September 23rd, 2012 by Dr. Scott Johnson |
Table of Contents:
 Part 2: When The Music Stops – How America’s Cities May Explode In
Violence
 Biblical Resistance to Tyranny…
Under no circumstances should civilian patriots initiate kinetic actions against
anyone unless they are first attacked and threatened with deadly force.

All Americans, no matter where they live, should be be prepared to defend their
families, lives, support law enforcement, and protect the Republic from the attempted
coup now being organized.
Protection of our families is part of providing for our families:
But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own
1Ti 5:8
house, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel.
In the context of this verse the Noah Webster's 1828 defines the word 'Provide'
as: PROVI'DE, v.i. To procure supplies or means of defense; or to take measures
for counteracting or escaping an evil.
Psalm 82:3: Defend the poor and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and needy.
Recommended gear for your own protection
My first recommendation is that you avoid being anywhere near these uprisings for
your own safety. But if you choose to be near them as a journalist, or a LEO, or just a
curious citizen, I strongly recommend you wear a ballistic vest on January 20th, if legal
in your area. You may wear the vest under other clothing, obviously. Do not try this if
ballistic vests are not legal in your area. You don’t want to be flagged and arrested as a
would-be terrorist.
Secondly, I strongly recommend you carry
the CAT tourniquet and practice using it
beforehand, using one good arm. If you are
involved in the chaos on Jan. 20, you will very
likely be injured. A tourniquet can help prevent
blood loss for you or another person. Thirdly,
you should also consider wearing a ballistic
helmet. Insane, militant leftists are very likely
going to be throwing objects in the air, and
protecting your head is obviously very
important. As always, check local laws and
make sure it’s legal for you to wear a ballistic
helmet. If you can’t wear a ballistic helmet,
wear a hard hat! There are also hard hats available in camo and other designs that
aren’t bright yellow or orange.
NOW is the time to prepare yourself, your household and your community for tactical
defense against the plans of the unhinged left, which has essentially now become a
domestic terrorism organization.
http://www.naturalnews.com/2016-12-14-the-next-american-civil-war-begins-on-january20-second-amendment-to-defend-republic-against-left-wing-terrorists.html
Prepare for No Food, Water and Power by Inauguration Day
Before January 20, 2017, you need to be prepared to go without power, store bought
food, tap water, etc. The left is determined to bring a halt to normal living in America.
Their mayhem will include burning, bombs, the use of weapons of mass destruction,
murder and civil war. Remember, Michael Moore is calling for violent protests at the
Inauguration.
Play to 46:02: https://youtu.be/GLirwZnfw7w?t=41m54s

Paul Martin on the Upcoming Crisis
Play to 12:58: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=go2e4SeNV3I
Best Fish Antibiotics To Stockpile For Doomsday Preppers--According to this
article from the FDA, several drugs including some Fish Antibiotics are
transitioning from Over-the-Counter (OTC) to Veterinary Prescription (Rx) Status
on 1/1/2017.
+ 4--Deadly Famine Possibly Coming In The Next Year
Play to 10:24: https://youtu.be/ZoPxk3S1FEU?t=2m22s
Naval War College Computer Simulations Show a National Split Coming- Paul
Martin
Play: https://youtu.be/wR_JOvxFSK8
5000 Mild Silver Protein (M.S.P.) Suggested Therapeutic Dosing Guidelines
1tsp.-1tbsp. for every 30 lbs. of bodyweight per day; if you have been exposed or if you
have a virulent virus/Pandemic. The 1 tbsp. dosage would be used for life threatening
situations. This dosage should be equally broken up and taken in 3 hour intervals. Stay
at home and avoid contact with the populace till the outbreak passes. If taking the
M.S.P. drink at least 8, eight ounce glasses of purified water per day. M.S.P. can be
used topically with DMSO over an infectious site. Because the 5000 PPM M.S.P. is only
available in 4 ounce bottles it would be wise to keep at least a few bottles for each adult
family member and 1-2 for each child in your household. View this like an insurance
policy that hopefully you will never have to use. Even if you don’t use this product in the
event of a pandemic, it can be diluted and taken on an everyday basis to keep the
immune system strong.
++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 15 year minimum shelf life. Currently the
expirations dates are 2028. There is no colloidal silver in any form that can even come
close to their shelf life or potency; nor has there been one case of Argyria (turning
gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.
For more information or to purchase go to: www.dr-johnson.com
Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System Product For Colds, Flu's
and Infections.
Website: For More Information Click Here
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest, in an article, 'Our Mightiest Germ
Fighter,' reported: . . . "An antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different disease
organisms, but silver kills some 650. Resistant strains fail to develop."
"Colloidal Silver . . . killed every virus that was tested in the lab,"
UCLA Medical Center.
++ Trump Supporters Headed to FEMA Camps if He Loses Electoral College Vote
Friday, December 16, 2016--FEMA camps are being readied. FEMA camp
conversions have been underway since Jade Helm 15. If Trump fails to ascend to
the office of the Presidency, his supporters, primarily Christians, may be headed

to FEMA camps. We are entering into the most dangerous time in American
history.
I have never seen a time such as the one we are living in. We have so
simultaneous threats to our health and well-being, that it is difficult to know
where to begin. ISIS is running rampant across America. The Russians and
Chinese are bombarding us with cyber attacks on a moment by moment basis.
Obama has left the Alaskan back door open for Russian invasion, China and
Russia have married their economies, the
Petrodollar is under extreme attack, the
Russian and Chinese are producing a
super class of weapons, while Obama has
gutted the military leadership in this
country.
<< Pastors serving government over God
Many people in the independent media have
reported that an estimated 50,000
pastors were recruited by FEMA/DHS, as part
of the Clergy Response Team, and that their
initial and primary training was to tell their flock to obey the DHS version of Romans 13.
Romans 13 & Unlimited Subservience to the Government: Where should a Bible
Believing Christian Draw the Line? By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 26, 2007
Do Christians who use Romans 13 to teach that we should not oppose the President or
any other political leader, really believe that civil magistrates have unlimited authority to
do anything they want without opposition? For example, what if our President decided to
resurrect the old monarchal custom of Jus Primae Noctis (Law of First Night)? That was
the old medieval custom when the king claimed the right to sleep with a subject’s bride
on the first night of their marriage. Would our sincere Christian brethren sheepishly say,
‘Romans Chapter 13 says we must submit to the government’? And would any of us
respect any man who would submit to such a law? So, there are limits to authority. All
human authority is limited in nature. No man has unlimited authority over the lives of
other men. (Lordship and Sovereignty is the exclusive domain of Jesus Christ.) Did
John the Baptist violate God’s principle of submission to authority when he publicly
scolded King Herod for his infidelity? Did Simon Peter and the other Apostles violate
God’s principle of submission to authority when they refused to stop preaching on the
streets of Jerusalem? Act 5:29: “Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said,
We ought to obey God rather than men.” So, even the great prophets, apostles, and
writers of the Bible (including the writer of Romans Chapter 13) understood that human
authority–even civil authority–is limited.
Many of us have been quick to point out that this bastardization of the Romans 13 is
designed to force compliance to government edicts who might not otherwise
comply. Certainly all governments are not established by God. Were the
governments of Stalin, Hitler, Pol Pot, all ordained by God?
Pastor Mansfield is one of my main contacts regarding the FEMA pastors & his
revelations stem from legislation known as The National Emergency Centers Act
or HR 645 which mandates the establishment of “national emergency centers” to
be located on military installations for the purpose of to providing “temporary

housing, medical, and humanitarian assistance to individuals and families
dislocated due to an emergency or major disaster,” according to the bill.
The legislation also states that the camps will be used to “provide centralized locations
to improve the coordination of preparedness, response, and recovery efforts of
government, private, and not-for-profit entities and faith-based organizations”.
The bill also provides that the camps can be used to “meet other appropriate needs”,
as determined by the Secretary of Homeland Security. This a carte blanche mandate
that many fear could mean the forced detention of American citizens in the event of
widespread rioting following a national emergency or a total economic collapse.
Pastor Mansfield attended several briefings and he could barely believe his ears.
He learned of the government’s plan to enact martial law as well as to
implement forced population relocations. Mansfield emphasized that when
martial law is enacted, the enforcement would be immediate. In other words,
family members will be separated from each other and part of the training that the
clergy received was how to comfort separated family members.
Pastor Mansfield told me that the pastors were trained by FEMA to go to homes
were people refused to be relocated by the authorities and their immediate job
was to convince the reluctant to willingly go to the relocation camps. Ostensibly,
this was to be done in lieu of sending in the SWAT teams.
I asked Mansfield if FEMA camps were real and he stated that much of the clergy
training focused around this scenario of pastors operating within the forced
relocation centers. The main goal of a pastor assigned was to bring order and
encourage compliance with DHS requests, hence, the emphasis on Romans 13.
Disturbingly, Pastor Mansfield reiterated several times that the number one job of
these pastors is to calm down the detainees and encourage their compliance
within the people’s new surroundings.
Pastor Mansfield also stated that pastors are being utilized as informants. This
violates the legal privilege of confidentiality between pastor and church-goer, that
is currently recognized by law. All church-goers can no longer trust the sanctity
of personal confessions and revelations made to pastors and priests. This one
illegal act by DHS completely undermines the Christian Church in America!
DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE CLERGY RESPONSE TEAM WILL BE UTILIZED IN
THE EXTRACTION PROCESS OF AMERICANS, TO FORCED
INTERNMENT/RESETTLEMENT CAMPS, THESE “TEAM” MEMBERS REPRESENT
THE BEST CLUE WE HAVE AS TO WHEN MARTIAL LAW WILL BE CARRIED
OUT.
Mansfield told me that the pastors in America are being coerced to participate because
when an emergency is declared, no pastor, who does not have the “FEMA-trained
government badge” will be allowed to be in a declared “emergency” SAFE area.
Pastor Mansfield also felt very strongly this was the government’s way of
removing Jesus from America’s landscape and set the stage for the ushering in
of a new-age, United Nations religion of GAIA. In fact, Mansfield shared with me
documentation which demonstrated DHS’ attempt to remove Jesus from the
entire internment/resettlement process.

The pastors were also told not to quote Scripture. The DHS document which was
prepared for the pastors clearly stated that Scripture had been used to “oppress”
people in the past and the presenters strongly discouraged the its use.
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2016/12/trump-supporters-headedto-fema-camps-if-he-loses-electoral-college-vote-2478936.html
Your Pastor Has Sold You Out- The Clergy Response Team and FEMA Camps
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLsXDN3n_T8
ISIS PLOT 'BLOODY FRIDAY' FOR TRUMP INAUGURATION...
ISLAMIC STATE has declared the day Donald Trump is inaugurated as US
president 'Bloody Friday' as it fears a brutal backlash from the new regime.
And the Islamic terror organisation is reported to have recruited a number of new
English speaking operatives in recent months in a major bid to communicate
messages ahead of the day.
US special forces will be on high alert when Mr Trump takes over as 45th
President of the United States on Friday, January 20, 2017, in Washington, DC.
Security analysts have been following communications between members of the
group.
According to reports ISIS has expanded production of special editions of official
videos with English subtitles in recent weeks and with a view to reinforcing
targets on US soil.
And their ISIS-linked Amaq Agency Telegram channels have resumed posting on
social networks after they were went temporarily offline following a terror attack
in the US last Monday.
'BATTLE READY' JIHADIS FLOOD EUROPE...
MORE than 1,500 jihadists fighting with ISIS in Syria and Iraq have returned to
Europe with orders to “carry out
attacks”, an EU report warned.
An estimated 5,000 European ISIS
fanatics went to Syria and Iraq and 15
to 20 per cent of them died on the
battlefield.
Jihadis are now primed to attack
Europe, an EU report warned
Around 30 to 35 per cent have
returned with “specific missions”, while the other half remained in the battle
theatre. This means as many as 1,750 may have returned, based on the
percentages listed in the report which EU counter-terrorism coordinator Mr.
Kerchove will present to EU interior ministers on Friday.
Muslim/Arab social media ablaze with 'Israel is burning' posts celebrating fires
Raging bushfires forced the evacuation of tens of thousands of people from parts
of Israel's third city Haifa on Thursday as firefighters struggled to control blazes
across the country.

Some residents were trapped in their homes as the army called up reservists to
help cope with a third day of fires which authorities speculated could have been
started deliberately. Any of the fires currently sweeping across Israel that were lit
by arsonists should be considered as acts of terrorism, and will be dealt with
accordingly, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Thursday.

Twitter post by Kuwait's Grand Mosque, Sheikh Mishary Alfasy Rashid
celebrating fires in Israel . (photo credit:screenshot)
Muslim social media networks on Thursday were rife with inflammatory
celebratory reactions in light of the myriad of brush fires that have been blazing
across central and northern Israel since Tuesday.
Dry conditions and high winds have spread the flames across the central and
northern regions of Israel as well as parts of the West Bank.
Public Security Minister Gilad Erdan, joined Netanyahu for a briefing on the
situation & said it is clear that a large part of the fires were the result of arson. He
said that a number of suspects have been arrested, and that teams have been set
up to investigate each of the fires.
Netanyahu said there were currently 15 fires. Police have reported over 200 since
Tuesday.
http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/Arab-social-media-ablaze-with-viralIsraeli-is-burning-posts-473538
Police believe Ohio State Murder suspect was student at OSU & a Muslim Somali
refugee... The suspect's name is 18-year-old Abdul Artan, a student at the
university. He was a Muslim Somali invader who left his homeland with his family
in 2007, lived in Pakistan and then came to the United States in 2014 as a
permanent resident of the United States, officials said.
Play to 1:59: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jjw7Yxs5LVY

Complained about lack of Muslim prayer rooms...
Flashback: ISIS Calls for Random Knife Attacks...
43,000 Somali refugees settled in USA under Obama...
Terrorists Across The Globe Know The US Southern Border Is Wide Open
Play to 9:45: https://youtu.be/X7Fpu-U7lVI
++ 6-Methodist Churches Converting to “Virtual Mosques” For Muslim Migrants
Virtual mosque program to preach Islam at Methodist churches
December 7, 2016
The United Methodist Church is
reportedly implementing a
statewide plan to revamp Texas
churches into “virtual mosques”
catering to incoming Muslim
migrants.
The UMC, which has been
criticized for perceived liberal drift
in its theology, is preparing its
congregations for Catholicstyle “sanctuary” protections
for Islamic invaders, including those with terrorist ties, according to an insider.
This sanctuary church program is ostensibly in response to President-elect Donald
Trump’s intention to defund sanctuary cities.
One member of the Bosqueville United Methodist Church, who spoke anonymously out
of fear, said he learned about the “virtual mosque” program after an interim
pastor began preaching Sufi Islamic parables in an attempt to “tenderize” the
church to accept Islamification, according to the Geller Report.
“After weeks of inundating the congregation with watered down, Islamized
scripture, the board of trustees at the church was later asked by the reverend to
approve a (surprise, surprise) federally supervised refugee scheme, which they
ultimately refused, the source added,” reported the Geller Report. “After the
church trustees said, ‘No,’ UMC sent its district supervisor to ask the
congregation directly, ‘How would you feel about taking in some Syrian
refugees?’”
As was reported in 2014, 501c3 establishment churches have been aiding illegal
immigration by showering illegals with free goodies before they migrate even
further into the U.S.
Word of this red carpet treatment spread through Latin America and the rest of
the world, encouraging even more illegal invaders to make the dangerous trek
into the U.S., but many of them, including young children, often die in the vast
deserts surrounding the U.S./Mexico border.
The death toll is so severe that South Texas residents refuse to eat wild hogs caught
near the border because they are known to feed on the bodies.
“Half the time we see vultures, it could mean an illegal alien died on the property,” said
rancher Dr. Michael Vickers of the Texas Border Volunteers.

http://www.infowars.com/methodist-churches-converting-to-virtual-mosques-formuslim-migrants/#
American Islamist Group Preps for Jihad Against Trump--November 28, 2016—
<< Khalifa Hussain Abdallah, (foreground)
known as 'K1' within the group for his top
ranking as an original founder, is said to be a
key supervisor of these preparations for
armed conflict.
Multiple confidential sources inside of a
powerful jihadist group within the United
States have informed the Christian Action
Network and the Clarion Project that
members have been told to arm themselves in
anticipation of raids by the Trump Administration.
The Pakistan-based spiritual leader of Muslims of America (MOA), Sheikh Gilani,
told top MOA officials (known as “khalifas”) to order all unarmed members to
obtain firearms, licenses and hunting permits in order to resist raids on the
group’s approximately 22 compounds that they expect to happen under the
Trump Administration. Additional “security” was also called up and assault rifles
have been mentioned as desirable.
The sources independently stated that members across the country were told of
instructions from Sheikh Gilani to “be prepared to fight.” The message reportedly
relayed to members was to “hear and obey,” using language identical to the oath of
allegiance members sign when they join the group. He predicted, “You will be tested.”
The members believe that President-elect Trump is part of a satanic-Zionist
conspiracy to destroy Islam, and that he is fulfilling apocalyptic End Times
prophecies. Any action taken against MOA is seen as part of a war on Islam, a
situation that permits violent jihad.
The preparations for armed confrontation are described as “self-defense
measures,” but one source cautioned that the group could decide to take
“offensive” action if it believes armed conflict is imminent.
MOA members have a long history of terrorism, extremism and criminal activity
including weapons trafficking.
It warned that MOA “possesses an infrastructure capable of planning and
mounting terrorist campaigns within the U.S. and overseas.”
Multiple independent sources emphasized that MOA membership is not confined
to the camps and reported a peculiar scattering of members into areas of the U.S.
that previously had no MOA presence.
The sources warned that some MOA members have been in violent drug gangs,
sometimes in a covert capacity where the gangs are not informed of their MOA ties.
They express concern that non-MOA criminals could be utilized so as to minimize
traces to the group.
https://www.clarionproject.org/analysis/american-islamist-group-preps-jihadagainst-trump

Muslim immigration to the USA - video - this says it all
Below is a video about Muslims in Dearborn, MI. This is probably the best
example and the most egregious one of a lack of assimilation by immigrants.
However, one can go to parts of FL, CA, IL, etc and find similar results of Muslim
ethnic enclaves. With Muslims, there is the added matter of religion & world
domination is the ultimate goal.
Play: https://safeshare.tv/x/w5oLoW9jZJc#v
Islamic Caliphate Alert: Our Kids Are In Serious Danger! Expert Warns of Coming
Catastrophes
Expert warns of SOON coming terrorist events. Not only is he warning, but many
people are sounding the same alarm. From Bridgette Gabriel to Wiliam Forstchen,
we are in serious danger! And, as you will see in the video, our children may very
well be in even more danger. Please pray. Please get your houses in order. Please
get right with God TODAY!
Play to 9:03: https://youtu.be/nxNIKKWj1Ss?t=1m10s
What Is Going on in Mexico? Viral Video Shows African Migrants Massing Near
U.S. Southern Border
Something is Going Down at the Mexico/USA Border--These are MOSTLY Adult
Males--Maybe Muslims--Very few women--This is an ARMY
Via BadBlue Real-Time News, a video spreading quickly across the Interwebs raises
some disturbing questions.
The video depicts hundreds or thousands of African (maybe Haitian) migrants — almost
all adult males — massing at an immigration station in Mexico. It is reportedly located
on the U.S. southern border, where the migrants (possibly Muslim refugees) —
according to the narrator — are getting expedited treatment to enter the U.S.

“In my lifetime,” he states, “I have never seen anything like this.”
Play to 1:17: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHd69cUmf2Q&t=0s
Ugly

At 1:26 in the video you can see Modulo De Atencion A Migrantes and under that
Mexico. I did a search for this information and it came up as a border center that
was opened in Tijuana Mexico. Seems to be legit regarding these people trying to
cross into the United States from Mexico.

